Investor Group Calls for Water Utilities to Be More Open about Climate Risks
by Daniel Cusick
April 4, 2013 - Billions of dollars in bondholder investment in water and wastewater systems face heightened risk from changing environmental conditions, including climate change, prompting some investors to call for water utilities to do a better job assessing and disclosing their systems' vulnerabilities.
The emerging risks to water systems -- spurred by drought, floods, aging infrastructure, rising water demand and a variety of other threats -- threaten to compromise public health in dozens of large metropolitan areas across the United States and many more cities and towns whose water systems can no longer handle the pressure placed on them, critics say.  While municipal agencies and private water firms represent the front line in making sure water systems can meet emerging environmental challenges, the investment community also has a huge stake in such systems, as holders of significant quantities of bond market debt needed to keep water and sewer lines, pumping stations and treatment facilities up to code.
"Without better disclosure, investors are blindly placing bets on which utilities are positioned to manage these growing risks," said Sharlene Leurig, a water-financing expert at Ceres, which advocates for investors seeking greater corporate disclosure and action on key environmental issues.  "The operating environment of water providers is changing, and investors need to be sure utilities whose debt they are holding are adapting," Leurig added.  "If utilities are not adapting, they may end up not having the money to repay their debts."
As part of a campaign to bring attention to utilities' climate risks, Ceres this week rolled out a new framework to aid water and sewer utilities in preparing financial disclosure documents, while also helping investors and credit rating agencies assess water utilities' overall financial health.
Big Players in the Bond Market
The group also released a letter from leaders of 14 investment groups, representing $40 billion in assets, asking that the National Federation of Municipal Analysts (NFMA) issue stronger disclosure requirements for water and sewer utilities with respect to water supply planning, climate change impacts, and pricing strategies.  NFMA is a nonprofit association charged with monitoring the creditworthiness of the more than $3 trillion municipal bond market.  Of that, Leurig estimates that water utilities account for an estimated $300 billion in bond holdings by institutional and private investors.
Among the areas Ceres and its partners would like to see utilities pay greater attention to are water supply scenario planning, assessment of climate change impacts on water supply, current and future investment in watershed protection, assessments of the relationship between water pricing and water demand, strategies for water conservation, and strategies for assessing the condition and replacement of water and sewer infrastructure.
The recommendations follow a series of reports issued by the group in 2010 and 2012, citing a number of risks tearing at the financial fabric of water utilities, including shrinking federal budgets, uncertain water demand and a shortfall of revenues to make critical infrastructure improvements.  As such, Ceres advised that water utilities "move carefully before embarking on major pipelines, reservoirs and other new infrastructure that will create financial risks for investors and utility customers alike."
Leurig noted that water and sewer utilities have long operated with a high degree of autonomy, partly because water is considered an essential public service and governments preferred the stability of single providers rather than opening water services to competitive markets.  Such utilities were also traditionally viewed as very low-risk by bond market investors, because they had large, locked-in customer bases, presumed growing demand and a well-established set of responsibilities -- to efficiently move water from wells and reservoirs to homes and businesses, then collect wastewater and route it back to treatment facilities before recycling or discharging it.
'Extreme Weather Events' vs. Old Systems
But old assumptions that guided utilities and bond markets in the past may no longer hold true, Leurig said, in part because economic conditions since 2008 have changed water consumption patterns, but also because climate change has added new and in some cases unprecedented stresses to water delivery, collection and treatment systems.
According to US EPA, "Climate change impacts pose challenges to drinking water, wastewater and stormwater utilities in fulfilling their public health and environmental missions."  Among the most pressing challenges, EPA states, are "extreme weather events, sea-level rise, shifting precipitation and runoff patterns, temperature changes, and resulting changes in water quality and availability."
In recent years, a number of large, complex water delivery and collection systems have been pushed to the brink, including in the Chicago area, where the Metropolitan Water Reclamation District has struggled to manage 3 record peak rainfalls since 2008, including a near-7-inch deluge in July 2011 that swamped the district's 2.3-billion-gallon Deep Tunnel wastewater collection system.  Chicago has responded to the challenges of peak rainfall in a variety of ways, including building large impoundments to collect and store wastewater and "softening" parts of the city's infrastructure to encourage the absorption of rain into the ground rather than routing the water to storm drains.
Meanwhile, other large water utilities have linked their efforts to adapt to changing climate conditions.  In 2008, 8 utilities providing water to more than 36 million Americans formed the Water Utility Climate Alliance, to promote research on how climate change is affecting water delivery and collection systems, as well as develop strategies for adapting to conditions like drought, floods and other stresses.  Today the alliance has expanded to 10 members, including the primary water utilities serving New York; Los Angeles; San Francisco; Denver; Seattle; Las Vegas; San Diego; Portland, Ore.; and Tampa-St. Petersburg, Fla.
A similar effort, called the Florida Water and Climate Alliance, includes 6 Florida water utilities, as well as 3 of the state's water management districts and a consortium of research institutions.
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